One of the common characteristics of chaotic maps or flows in high dimensions is "unstable dimensional variability", in which there are periodic points whose unstable manifolds have different dimensions. In this paper, in trying to characterize such systems we define a property called "multichaos". A set X is multi-chaotic if X has a dense trajectory and for at least 2 values of k, the k-dimensionally unstable periodic points are dense in X. All proofs that such a behavior holds have been based on hyperbolicity in the sense that (i) there is a chaotic set X with a dense trajectory and (ii) in X there are two or more hyperbolic sets with different unstable dimensions. We present a simple 2-dimensional paradigm for multi-chaos in which a quasiperiodic orbit plays the key role, replacing the large hyperbolic set.
Introduction
The type of chaos seen in the most common examples is low-dimensional and not representative of typical systems with several positive Lyapunov exponents. We introduce a term "multi-chaos" to describe certain chaotic sets in order to emphasize how different chaotic systems can be from the low dimensional systems.
A definition of chaos. There are a variety of definitions of chaos (see Sander and Yorke [28] and Hunt and Ott [18] ) and we have chosen a definition below that fits the needs of this project. Let M be a smooth manifold and F ∶ M → M is a smooth map. We say a set X ⊂ M is transitive if (i) X is an uncountable closed set; (ii) X is invariant (F (X) = X); and (iii) X has a dense trajectory F n (x 0 ) where n = 1, 2, ⋯ for some x 0 ∈ X. We will say such an x 0 is a transitive point (of X).
We say X is chaotic if X is a transitive set and periodic points of F are dense in X. Unstable Dimension Variability (UDV). We say a chaotic set X has unstable Dimension Variability or is Unstable-Dimension Variable (UDV) if there are two periodic orbits in X whose unstable manifolds have different dimensions. This term was introduced in [21] without a precise definition and has been used frequently since then.
Such behavior is quite different from the most common examples of chaos, but the first examples are quite old. Abraham and Smale [2] introduced a diffeomorphism in four dimensions that they showed was robustly non-hyperbolic and Simon [29] reduced the required dimension to three. Bonatti and Diaz [5, 9] richly expanded the family of robust examples. Here "robust" means that all sufficiently small perturbations of the system preserve the structure. That may be rephrased as saying the set of such dynamical systems is an open set in the space of all dynamical systems. We sometimes call this concept of robustness "topological" robustness to distinguish from other properties that might be "probabilistically" or measure-theoretically robust. Their examples had periodic orbits of different unstable dimensions in a single chaotic set so they was UDV. The first robust dynamical systems were those that had hyperbolic dynamics, and these examples greatly expanded the types of robust behaviors.
Multi-chaos. Let X be chaotic. We say X is k-chaotic for some integer k > 0 if there is a dense set of periodic points in X whose unstable manifolds intersected with X have (topological) dimension k. More loosely we can say there is k-chaos.
We will say X is multi-chaotic if X is k-chaotic for two or more values of k. We sometimes write the map F is multi-chaotic on (the set) X, or we can say the map has multi-chaos. For example if X = M is a two dimensional torus and is chaotic, then it is multi-chaotic if it is 1-chaotic and 2-chaotic. That is, it has a dense set of periodic points that are saddles and another dense set of periodic points that are repellers. This is the type of situation we will construct in detail. We assume that the definitions of "saddle" and "repeller" require the orbits to be hyperbolic. The goal of this paper is to describe new simple, verifiable conditions which lead to multi-chaos. Our main theorem is stated in dimension 2, but it provides a new paradigm for multi-chaos in any dimension ≥ 2.
A UDV:multi-chaos conjecture. Notice that a UDV map must have at least two periodic orbits while a multi-chaos map must have two corresponding dense sets of periodic orbits. So it appears that multi-chaos is much more restrictive. None the less we know of no UDV that is not multi-chaotic. We conjecture that almost every (in the sense of prevalence [19] ) UDV map is multi-chaotic. We note that in the sense of prevalence [19] , almost every smooth map has the property that all of its periodic orbits are hyperbolic [19] .
Quasiperiodicity. Our main result gives examples of multi-chaotic maps for which there is a quasiperiodic trajectory. Recall two dynamical systems are said to be conjugate if there is a continuous change of coordinates transforming one to the other in which the change of coordinates has a continuous inverse. This change of variables is called a conjugacy. A map h on a circle S 1 or torus T d which is conjugate to a rotation θ ↦ θ + ρ mod 1 where ρ is irrational is said to be quasiperiodic.
An example of multi-chaos from quasiperiodicity. To show how multi-chaos arises from quasiperiodicity, we examine a rather simple version of our main result, Theorem 2.1. Expressions like (x, y) mod 1 imply mod 1 is applied in each coordinate. Consider
where a and m are integers with m > 1, and g 0 ∶ R 2 → R is C 1 and Z-periodic in x and y; that is, g 0 (x + n 1 , y + n 2 ) = g 0 (x, y) for all integers n 1 and n 2 . These maps are called skew-product maps. Our main result, Theorem 2.1, however is for a more general form of torus map that contain a quasiperiodic curve, from which we conclude there is multi-chaos. Also G can be much larger. The map has the following dynamics in the X coordinate.
A vertical circle is the set S x 0 ∶= {(x, y) ∈ T 2 ∶ x = x 0 }. The map (1) above takes vertical circles onto vertical circles, that is, for every x ∈ S 1 ,
For each x 0 that is periodic under the map in Eq. 2 with period n, we have F n 0 (S x 0 ) = S x 0 . These will be called the periodic circles of the map. Each may or may not be quasiperiodic. Notice that if the map F n 0 has a quasiperiodic curve, then it must be a vertical circle. It must have a constant value of x.
Let F ∶ T d → T d be continuous, where for each x ∈ R d , we can write x mod 1 ∈ T, applying mod 1 to each coordinate. Then F can be uniquely decomposed into a linear part and a periodic part. That is, there is a d × d matrix M with integer entries and G ∶ R d → R d is a continuous periodic function with period 1 in each coordinate, such that (abusing terminology a bit)
Note that if ν is a d-dimensional vector with integer entries, then G(z + ν) = G(z) while A(z + ν) − Az is a vector with integer entries so F (z + ν) = F (z) for all z due to the "mod 1" in Eq. 4. Our example uses the hypotheses:
The integer matrix M has two integer eigenvalues, 1 and m with m > 1.
(E PR ): F has a periodic saddle P and a periodic repeller R.
(E QuasiP ): There is a curve on which F p is quasiperiodic for some integer p.
Example A. Let F ∶ T 2 → T 2 be a C 1 map of the form F (z) = M z + G(z) mod 1 where the matrix M satisfies (E M ) and G is periodic with period 1 in each coordinate. Assume (E PR ) and (E QuasiP ). Then there is a δ(M ) > 0 such that if the function G satisfies DG < δ(M ), then the torus T 2 is multi-chaotic for F .
We state an analogue of the above example involving diffeomorphisms, and leave it to the reader to adapt the proofs to this case. We use the following condition.
(E 
is periodic with period 1 in each coordinate. Assume (E PR ) and (E QuasiP ). Then there is a δ(M ) > 0 such that if the function G satisfies DG < δ(M ), then the torus T 3 is multi-chaotic for F .
Countably infinitely many invariant curves. Example A and Theorem 2.1 rely on the existence of a quasiperiodic curve, a curve which is invariant under F n for some n. As the proof reveals, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the period-n curves of F in Example A and the period-n circles of Eq. 1.
Specifically, by Eq. 3, for every k, n ∈ N, the vertical circles S x with x = k (m n − 1) corresponds to an invariant curve under F n . Assume in this paragraph F is C ∞ . Assume the torus map is smoothly and generically parameterized by some parameter t ∈ R. Each periodic curve varies continuously with t. For each t, each periodic curve (corresponding to some k (m n − 1)) will either have a periodic orbit on it or will be quasiperiodic. The set of t for which the curve has a periodic attracting orbit (and hence is not quasiperiodic) is typically an open dense set.
The intersection J of this countable collection of open dense sets is dense in R. The complement of J is the set of t for which there is at least one quasiperiodic curve. Our numerical calculations with Yoshi Saiki seem to suggest that this is a full measure set in some interval of t values; that is for some t 1 and t 2 > t 1 , the quasiperiodic set of parameters has full measure in [t 1 , t 2 ].
Topological versus measure-theoretic robustness. One example is instructive. Smale and Williams [30] analyzed the logistic map f b (x) = bx(1−x) for the case b = 3.83, where there is a period-three attracting periodic orbit. They showed that f b is robust. They use the term "structurally stable" instead of "robust". Each b has at most one attractor, and b = 3.83 also has a chaotic hyperbolic set lying on boundary of the basin of attraction, and these invariant sets change continuously in the interval where there is a period-three attractor, that is, in the period-3 "window". If we examined only the b for which f b is robust, we would miss all of the b for which there are chaotic attractors. Studying only robust dynamical systems seems to have its negative aspects. Figure 1 : A Heteroclinic cycle is created when stable and unstable manifolds of a saddle P transversely intersect the unstable and stable manifolds respectively of another saddle Q. Part(a) displays such a case for two saddles in a 2-dimensional setting. Since the unstable dimensions of P and Q are the same, the two intersections persist under small perturbations of the dynamical system. The regions marked in green are portions of neighborhoods of P and Q and each of these regions have a Cantor set of points which keep coming close to P and Q infinitely many times in their trajectories. Part(b) shows a configuration in a 3-dimensional setting in which the unstable dimensions of P and Q are 2 and 1 respectively. As a result, for almost every perturbation of the system, W s (P ) and W u (Q) will not intersect. Thus, the configuration of a heteroclinic cycle is absent and some other mechanism is needed by which points near P can land close to Q and vice versa.
There is a chaotic invariant set for each b ∈ C 0 ∶= (3.57, 4], including points where there is a periodic attractor and at least one chaotic saddle. There are infinitely many periodic windows where there is a periodic attractor and these are dense in C 0 (Milnor and Thurston [24] ). Jacobson [20] showed that the complement C ⊂ C 0 of the periodic windows in the chaotic interval C 0 is a set of positive measure, so the sum of the lengths of these topologically robust intervals is smaller than the length of C 0 . That set could be called "measure-theoretically" robust but the topologically robust intervals taken together are small.
Since C has positive Lebesgue measure, almost-every b ∈ C has the property that in each sufficiently small neighborhood of b only a small fraction of the interval will be in a periodic window. So while such periodic intervals are dense, locally they are a small fraction.
The UDV problem. Consider a dynamical system with two hyperbolic periodic points P and Q, as shown in Fig. 1 . If they have the same unstable dimension and in addition, the stable manifold of each intersects the unstable manifold of the other, the configuration is a heteroclinic cycle. Then there is an invariant Cantor set with a dense trajectory that contains both P and Q. Hence the dense trajectory comes arbitrarily close to both P and Q. If the unstable dimension of Q is more than that of P , then generically, the stable and unstable manifolds of P and Q respectively will not intersect since the sum of their dimensions is less than the dimension of the ambient space. Therefore, in such a case, the mechanism of heteroclinic intersections is lost. So we are faced with the problem of determining why should there be trajectories arbitrarily near P which pass arbitrarily close to Q and return close to P , etc., a necessary feature of chaotic sets with varying unstable dimensions.
A consequences of UDV: Non-Shadowability. Yuan and Yorke [31] , C. Grebogi et. al. [17] proved the property of "non-shadowability" for each family of maps that has a recurrent set containing two saddles of different unstable dimensions. Hence the chaotic set of a UDV map never has the shadowing property. Several other papers, like Abdenur and Diaz [1] , discuss the consequences of co-existence of saddles of different unstable dimensions in the same chaotic set.
A consequence of UDV: Oscillation of finite time Lyapunov exponents (FTLE). The transitive trajectory comes arbitrarily close to each of the two periodic sets and therefore on rare occasions it spends arbitrarily long intervals of time near each of the orbits. Suppose FTLE of a transitive trajectory are computed using the trajectory's iterates n + 1 to n + N . Let N n+N n+1 denote the number of positive FTLEs for that segment of the trajectory from n + 1 to n + N . When the trajectory is extremely close to a periodic orbit, the FTLEs will be quite close to the Lyapunov exponents of the periodic orbit. That means that for each N the number N n+N n+1 of positive finite-time Lyapunov exponents will fluctuate. In other words, one of the finite time Lyapunov exponents oscillates about zero. See Dawson et al [8] . This can be thought of as a test for UDV.
Examples of UDV. Smale and Abraham [2] constructed the first robust UDV example. Bonatti and Diaz [5, 9] introduced the concept of blenders to generalize a hyperbolic set that occurs in the earlier UDV examples enabling them to construct additional examples of robust diffeomorphisms is UDV. By the definitions of Bonatti and Diaz, the earlier examples had blenders but the definition of blenders also allows new examples. Also see [4, 11] for other constructions using blenders.
Diaz and Gorodetski [10] constructed a residual set of diffeomorphisms such that each homoclinic class that contains saddles of different "indices" (the number of unstable dimensions) also contains an uncountable support of an invariant ergodic non-hyperbolic measure of f . By smoothing piecewise continuous skew-product maps [16] , Gorodetski and Ilyashenko [15, 14] constructed UDV diffeomorphisms in a locally maximal invariant set.
UDV in maps with blow-out bifurcations. In numerical studies of "blow-out bifurcations" and "riddled basins", one often sees chaotic sets that contain a piece of an invariant plane of dimension k 1 in which there are periodic orbits of different unstable dimensions, some of which are larger than k 1 . Hence, at least part of their unstable manifolds are transverse to the plane. Often there is a larger chaotic set that contains that piece of invariant plane. Such sets have the potential of being multi-chaotic, but no examples have been rigorously shown to have that property.
UDV in numerical and physical experiments. We believe that multi-chaos is present in most high-dimensional chaotic sets. Experiments on higher dimensional chaotic sets have strongly suggested that the periodic orbits frequently have different numbers of unstable dimensions. "UDV" is a closely related topic (usually studied numerically) in which the number of local positive exponents fluctuates along a typical trajectory, "local" meaning that the exponents are approximated using a fixed segment length of a trajectory. S Ponce Dawson [7] describes a situation analogous to blenders except that instead of using a topologically robust hyperbolic set, she uses a Hénon attractor, which plausibly might be measure-theoretically robust. See also [25] . These papers give a valuable but non rigorous alternative view of UDV.
Pikovsky and Grassberger [26] and later Glendinning [13] examined a system of coupled identical dynamical systems and proved the existence of a two-dimensional chaotic attractor X and that repeller periodic orbits are dense in the chaotic attractor X. Our numerical investigations with Y. Saiki strongly suggest that the system is multi-chaotic on X. E. Barreto and P. So [3] simulated coupled dissimilar chaotic attractors and found variability in the number of "finite-time" positive (unstable) Lyapunov exponents (along a fixed-length of the trajectory) fluctuates as time evolves.
In a hyperbolic set all periodic points have the same unstable dimension. All of the UDV examples above were based on the existence and interaction of hyperbolic sets whose unstable dimensions were different. Our examples here are instead based on quasiperiodic orbits. Some of these examples might have co-existing blenders, but so far there exists no test for the existence of blenders. Figure 2 : Cone systems. Let w be the unit vector tangent to the X axis. Part(a) illustrates in red, a cone system in the direction w at a point z ∈ T 2 , for a map F ∶ T 2 → T 2 , with α = 1. Part(b) shows in green the α-cone at F (z). Pictorially, both the α-cones represent the vectors {(u, v) ∶ v ≤ u ≤ 1} in their respective spaces. Every vector within the red cone C(z) at z (Part a) is mapped into the green cone C(F (z)) at F (z) (Part b) under the action of DF (z); and is also stretched by a factor of at least K > 1. Note that coordinates can be chosen so that the eigenvectors are mutually perpendicular, as is the case in this picture.
A theorem obtaining multi-chaos from quasiperiodicity
We first describe the concept of a dominant expanding direction in terms of expanding cones.
Invariant expanding cones. The property that a map has a "a cone system" can be defined far more generally on any manifold, but here we will define it in a restricted context on T d . Let w be a vector on T d with w = 1 and W a (d − 1)-dimensional subspace such that W and w together span the tangent space (which is R d ). For a tangent vector v at a point z ∈ T 2 , we will write 
(iii) for each vector u transverse to the cone, DF (z)u < K u . At every point z ∈ T d , the (K, α)-cone, denoted as C K,α (z) is the set of vectors with representation (a, b) in the tangent space at z such that b < α a . So F has a cone system in the direction w if there are constants K > 1 and α > 0 such that
Since K, α will remain fixed, we will drop them from the notation, writing C(z) for C K,α (z).
Example A illustrates the following more general theorem, which permits estimates of δ, the upper bound on DG ; note that Example A only asserts the existence of an upper bound. We introduce the following more general hypothesis: Having a cone system is a C 1 open condition, so for a periodic perturbation g 0 such that g 0 C 1 is small, the cone system still persists and contains the vector field v m . Therefore, assumption (E cone ) of Theorem 2.1 is also satisfied for δ sufficiently small, and since M is an invertible matrix, so is F . Therefore the conclusion of Theorem 2.1 holds, i.e., T 2 is multi-chaotic.
Notice that instead of Example A's assumption that the nonlinear term is sufficiently small, the cone condition gives a verifiable condition. So for example when a = 0, it is sufficient to take δ = 0.5 m in the modified coordinate system. Theorem 2.1 is proved in Section 3. The proof requires the following Conjugacy Theorem on the torus which is proved later in Section 4.
Proposition 2.2 (Conjugacy result
i.e., there is a continuous, invertible map
The proof is in Section 4.
Remark. The assumption of (E M ) that there is an eigenvalue 1 is not needed in this proposition. Blenders revisited. Bonatti and Diaz [5, 9] show that blenders can be expected near certain prototypical situations, specifically when there is an Anosov flow with a periodic orbit of some period τ . In their remarks between their Theorem A and Corollary A they say that their proof of Theorem A shows that (in our terminology) there is an open set of multi-chaotic diffeomorphisms near the time-τ map of that flow. That special orbit becomes a curve of fixed points for the time-τ map F , and we may expect that powers of F have many invariant curves, some of which may consist entirely of periodic orbits while the rest are quasiperiodic curves. Hence the example they use is likely to have quasiperiodic curves, which is a curious coincidence with out paper.
The method of creating UDV in their seminal paper is by perturbing this F in a manner that creates blenders. Of course a slightly different perturbation could have made some of the curves quasiperiodic. Intuitively their initial map F seems to be on the border of both their blenders and our quasiperiodic curve. While blenders are topologically robust, quasiperiodic curves are not topologically robust. But smooth quasiperiodic curves are measure theoretically robust for almost every rotation number.
The similar role that blenders and quasiperiodic curves could play has been shown in Fig. 3 . The situation is a 3-dimensional analog of the situation in Theorem 2.1. In the figure, E is an invariant set with a dense trajectory and with stable and unstable dimensions 2. This forces the 1-dimensional manifolds W s (P ) and W u (Q) to intersect in a neighborhood of E and complete the hetero-dimensional cycle.
A connection between dense orbits and dense homoclinic points. This paper's approach is to show that the two orbits have sets of homoclinic points that are dense in the space. The following results explains why this works and we use it in the proof of the Theorem.
Definitions. A map is called topologically mixing if for every pair of non-empty open sets A and B, there exists some N ∈ N such that for every n ∈ N such that n > N , F −n (A) ∩ B is non empty. Proposition 2.3 Let M be a 2-dimensional manifold and F ∶ M → M be a C 1 map. Assume there is a periodic repeller point R and a periodic saddle point P such that the transverse homoclinic points of each are dense in M. Then (i) the map is topologically mixing and (ii) M is multi-chaotic. Heteroclinic intersection using a quasiperiodic circle. The figure provides a new simple solution to the problem of how heteroclinic cycles can be created between periodic orbits of different unstable dimensions, discussed in Fig. 1 . E is an invariant set with a dense trajectory; and with stable and unstable dimensions both 2, which add up to be 1 more than the dimension of the ambient space R 3 . The stable and unstable manifolds of P and Q respectively are 1-dimensional, but due to the nature of E and by the λ-lemma, their closures contain the 2-dimensional manifolds W s (E) and W u (U ) respectively. Thus, they have a robust intersection.
Proof. The essence of the proof is that each neighborhood of a homoclinic point of a saddle or repeller contains a periodic point that is a saddle or repeller, respectively, so the hypothesis that homoclinic points are dense implies that both periodic saddle points and periodic repeller points are dense in the manifold. Recall that a point Q in the unstable manifold of a repeller periodic point R is a transverse homoclinic point if for some n > 0, F n (Q) = R and DF n (Q) is nonsingular. F.R. Marotto introduced the term "snapback repeller" in 1978 [22] with improvements in [23] . He called a repeller periodic point R a snapback repeller if it has a transverse homoclinic point, and showed that periodic repeller points lie in each neighborhood of each transverse homoclinic point, (and he proved much more, that snap-back repellers have "scrambled sets" in the "sense of Li and Yorke" [22] .)
Proof of topological mixing. Let A and B be two non-empty, open subsets. Since W s P is dense in M, it intersects A. Since the unstable manifold W u of P is dense in M, it passes through B. Let z ∈ W u ∩ B. Then there is a δ > 0 such that B contains a δ neighborhood of z. By the lambda lemma, there is an integer N > 0 such that for every integer n > N , F n (A) contains points within distance δ of z ∈ W u and therefore, lying within B. Therefore, for every integer n > N , F n (A) ∩ B is non-empty, which implies that F is topologically mixing.
Proof that there is a dense trajectory in M. Topological mixing implies there is a trajectory that is dense in M, so M is multi-chaotic.
This completes the proof of Prop. 2.3. The proof of Theorem 2.1 will use the following definition and lemma. Definition. F is strongly transitive if for every open disk D, there is some N ∈ N for which ∪ N n=1 F n (D) is the entire space.
Extending to diffeomorphisms. To keep our results as simple as possible, we have emphasized maps on T 2 that are k-chaotic for k = 1 and 2 for the set X = T. In order to have a dense trajectory in the presence of repellers (k = 2), the map cannot be one-to-one. The literature has emphasized diffeomorphisms, so we would like to emphasize that our methods extend to cases where there is a diffeomorphism on T 3 . Instead of the base map being x ↦ mx mod 1 on S 1 , it will be an Anosov diffeomorphism on T 2 , like the cat map, with an uniformly expanding direction. These systems are invertible and hyperbolic periodic points are of index 1 or 2. The unstable manifolds of index-2 saddles would intersect densely and transversely with the quasiperiodic curve, and homoclinic points of index-2 saddles would be dense. A same reasoning would apply to the stable manifolds of index-1 saddles. Figure 4 : Illustration of Claim 1a. The figure shows how smooth, horizontal curves on T d could be deformed under the conjugacy map H in Theorem 2.2. The tangent to a point p on a smooth, horizontal curve λ is always located in the α-cone drawn at p. Under the mapping H, λ is not necessarily C 1 , but locally at p, the curve H(λ) stays within anᾱ-cone centered around the X-direction. The constantᾱ does not depend on λ or p. The triangle T marked here is the triangle mentioned in Claim 1a.
3 Proof of Theorem 2.1 Lemma 3.1 Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1. Then F is strongly transitive. In particular, (STi) if a set X ⊂ T 2 is backward invariant (i.e. F −1 (X) ⊂ X), then X is dense in T 2 ; also (STii) there is a forward trajectory (
Definition. For a map with a cone system, a differentiable curve in R 2 or in T 2 is said to be a horizontal curve if its tangent at every point lies inside the expanding cone at that point on the manifold. Note that the image of a horizontal curve under the map is again a horizontal curve, with an expansion in length by a factor of at least K. A vertical curve is a curve on the torus which is mapped under H into a vertical circle of the skew-product map, [recall that a vertical circle is represented as S x , as seen in Eq. 3].
Proof of Lemma 3.1. Note that F Γ is conjugate to an irrational rotation. Let D be an open disk. We will prove that F n (D) = T 2 for some integer n > 0, thereby proving that F is strongly transitive. Note that D contains a horizontal curve λ. Since horizontal curves are mapped into horizontal curves by F and uniformly expand by a factor of K, for sufficiently large n 1 ∈ N, F n 1 (D) stretches across in the direction of v L m and in particular, intersects Γ in an open interval I. Since F Γ is a quasiperiodic map, for sufficiently large n 2 ∈ N, ∪ n 2 k=1 F k (I) = Γ. Therefore, ∪ k∈[n 2 ] F n 1 +k (I) contains a neighborhood V of Γ. Since Γ is compact and transverse to the cones, for sufficiently large n 3 ∈ N, F n 3 (V ) = T 2 . Hence, the union of the first n = n 1 + n 2 + n 3 iterates of D cover T 2 , proving F is strongly transitive.
The proofs of (STi) and (STii) are standard, but are included for completeness. (STi) follows from the fact that if a backward invariant set X is not dense, then the complement U of the closure of X is a non-empty open set that is positively invariant (F (U ) ⊂ U ), which contradicts strong transitivity.
(STii) follows from the following generalization, which is easy to prove. Let (U j ) ∞ j=0 be any sequence of open sets. Then there is an increasing sequence of integers (m j ) such that F d j (U j ) = T 2 where d j = m j+1 − m j . WritingŪ for the closure of U , it follows that there is a point x 0 for which F m j (x 0 ) ⊂Ū j . It follows that there is a point x 0 so that F m j (x 0 ) is in the closure of U j for all j. Choose the sequence of open sets (U j ) so that every point of T 2 is in infinitely many of the U j and so that the diameter of U j → 0 as j → ∞. Then the set {F m j (x 0 )} is dense in T 2 . That completes the proof of Lemma 3.1.
Some simplifying remarks. We are now ready to prove Theorem 2.1. For some power p, the saddle P and repeller R are fixed points of F p , and the curve Γ is mapped onto itself. Since F p satisfies the hypotheses and since F p is multi-chaotic iff F is multi-chaotic, we can assume without loss of generality that p = 1. Therefore, P and R are fixed points of F and Γ is mapped to itself.
Outline of the proof of Theorem 2.1. We will first prove that the saddle's stable and unstable manifolds are dense in T 2 in Claims 1 and 2 below. The stable and unstable manifolds of the saddle are transverse everywhere, so the transverse homoclinic points of the saddle are dense. Next, we will prove that the repeller's stable manifold is dense in T 2 and the unstable manifold is the whole T 2 , in Claims 3 and 4 below. Hence the homoclinic points of the repeller are also dense, and transverse as the Jacobian is everywhere non-singular. This satisfies the hypothesis of Prop. 2.3 and the conclusion of multi-chaos in T 2 follows.
Claim 1: W u (P) is dense in T 2 . Note that W u (P) is a horizontal curve. Differentiable horizontal curves may not be mapped under H into differentiable curves, but we have the following property.
Claim 1a: There is a constantᾱ > 0 for which the following is true. Let λ be a C 1 horizontal curve of finite length, andλ be the image H(λ). Let p ∈λ, and T be a triangle with vertex at p, sides at angles ± tan −1 (ᾱ) with the X axis. Thenλ does not intersect the sides of T locally at p. [See triangle in Fig. 4 ]. (In other words,λ may not be differentiable but like λ, it remains bounded between "cones".)
Proof. One of the consequences of Theorem 2.2 is that F 0 is differentiable along the Y-direction. Therefore, the pre-images of vertical circles under H will be C 1 curves. Let β be the maximum expansion of F along these curves. Since these curves are uniformly transverse to the invariant cones, β < ∞. Therefore, the constantᾱ > 0 exists, proving Claim 1a.
The proof of the density of W u will be by contradiction. So suppose W u is not dense in T 2 , i.e., there exists an open, non-empty set U such that U and W u are disjoint. Let U be the largest such open set. Since W u is forward invariant, for every integer n, F −n (U ) ∩ W u = ∅, so U is backward-invariant. We will now look at the image of the components of U under the conjugacy-map H from Theorem 2.2. By Lemma 3.1, U must be an open set disjoint from W u and dense in T 2 . Let K be the closure of W u . Then every point on K lies on the boundary of U . Note that W u is a horizontal curve and therefore, must intersect Γ at least one point z. Since F Γ is conjugate to an irrational rotation, the orbit of z must be dense in Γ. However, the orbit of z is also a part of W u . Therefore, Γ ⊂ K.
The image of the quasiperiodic circle Γ under H is a vertical circleΓ. Let x Γ be the X coordinate of Γ. Let λ be a vertical curve contained in the open sets U , such thatλ:=H(λ) is at distance δ fromΓ.
Claim 1b: If W u is not dense, then L δ ≤ 2ᾱ. Fig. 5 illustrates the proof. Let x 1 be the X coordinate of the curveλ. Let (x 1 , y 0 ) and (x 1 , y 2 ) be the two endpoints ofλ, with y 0 < y 1 . Then the vertical mid-point is (x 1 , y 1 ) for y 1 = 0.5(y 0 + y 2 ). Then note that by assumption, (i) x Γ − x 1 = δ; and (ii) the point (x Γ , y 1 ) is a point onΓ.
Since W u has dense intersections withΓ, for every > 0, there is a point (x Γ , y ′ 1 ) ∈Γ ∩ W u at a distance less than from (x Γ , y 1 ). Let the segment of W u starting at (x Γ , y ′ 1 ) intersectλ at (x 1 , y 3 ). Since this curve cannot intersect withλ, it intersects outside the interval (y 0 , y 2 ). Without loss of generality, let y 3 ≤ y 0 .
By Claim 1a,
Since this inequality holds for every > 0, it must hold for = 0. This gives the inequality Therefore, if W u is assumed to be not dense, then L δ is both bounded by Claim 1b and unbounded by Claim 1c. Hence W u must be dense in T 2 . This completes the proof of Claim 1.
Claim 2: W s (P) is dense in T 2 . Note that W s (P) will contain a portion J of the vertical circle on which it lies. Then W s (P) can be constructed as the backward-invariant set ∪ ∞ n=0 F −n (J). By Lemma 3.1 Figure 5 : Density of the unstable manifold. This illustration shows the main argument in the proof of the claim made in Theorem 2.1 that the unstable manifold W u is dense in T 2 . The proof is by contradiction and starts with the assumption that W u is not dense. The arcs marked in green in (a) are gaps, that is, open intervals in the vertical circles (shown as dashed green lines), gaps that are disjoint from W u . The blue curves are some segments of the unstable manifold W u . Fig. (b) shows an inverse image G n of G 0 under F n and it is shown in the proof that the ratio L δ diverges to ∞ as n → ∞, where L and δ have been marked in the figure. In Fig. (c) , we look at an arbitrary gap (green) which is part of some circle (black) with slope bounded below by some α ′ > α. Claim 1b gives an upper bound for the ratio L δ , which contradicts the fact that this ratio is unbounded.
is the collection of all points which eventually map into R. It is the union ∪ n∈N F −n (R) and is a backward-invariant set. By Lemma 3.1, W s (R) is dense in T 2 .
Claim 4: W u (R) = T 2 . Note that R has a repelling neighborhood U and by Lemma 3.1, U covers T 2 under a finite number of iterations of F . Therefore, W u (R) = T 2 , as claimed.
As mentioned at the beginning of the proof, establishing these claims completes the proof of Theorem 2.1.
Proof of Theorem 2.2
Outline of the proof. To construct the conjugacy, we define a mapΦ ∶ T d → S 1 below which is used to define a semi-conjugacy Φ(z mod 1) ∶=Φ(z) mod 1, to the map in Eq. 2 below. Under the additional assumption of the cone system, Step 2 shows how Φ can be used to construct a conjugacy H. It turns out that H is a continuous map but usually not differentiable.
Step 3 shows that however, H ○ F ○ H −1 is differentiable with respect to the Y-variable.
Step 1: The projection semi-conjugacy [6] . By assumption, M has a left eigenvector v L m corresponding to the eigenvalue m. Since M is integer-valued, v L m can be chosen to have integer entries. Note
These maps were constructed by Boyland [6] and defined in more generality by Franks [12] . The maps are well-defined, continuous and satisfy the following.
Lemma 4.1 [From Eq. 2.3, [6] ] For every x 0 ∈ R and every line L in R d that is parallel to v L m , there exists a point (x, y) on the line for whichΦ(x, y) = x 0 . In particular,Φ is onto.
For θ 0 ∈ S 1 , we say the set Φ −1 (θ 0 ) is a fiber of Φ. Using the inequalities and Lemma 4.1 above, we can make the following crucial observation. 
Proof of Prop. 4.2. To prove this, we will first prove the analogous statement forΦ, i.e., for every x 0 ∈ R,Φ −1 (x 0 ) is homeomorphic to the d − 1 dimensional hyperplane R d−1 . We will then use the fact that Φ is a factor ofΦ to prove the claim of this proposition. We will prove this via three claims.
Claim A: Two distinct points inΦ −1 (x 0 ) cannot be connected by a horizontal curve in R d . To see this, assume the contrary, that there are distinct points z 1 , z 2 ∈Φ −1 (x 0 ) and γ is a horizontal curve joining z 1 and z 2 . Then for every n ∈ N, F n (γ) is again a horizontal curve whose endpoints are F n (z 1 ) and F n (z 2 ), both lying in the fiberΦ −1 (m n x 0 ) by Eq. 7. By Eq. 8, we can conclude that
Let l be the length of γ. Then the length of F n (γ) is at least K n l. Moreover, there is a uniform constant τ > 0 such that for each horizontal curve of length l joining two points A and B,
This inequality holds for every n = 1, 2, ⋯. But while the left-hand side remains bounded, the right-hand side diverges to ∞ as n → ∞, a contradiction, proving Claim A. Claim C: Φ −1 (θ 0 ) is a (d − 1)-dimensional torus. Let x 0 ∈ R be some lift of θ 0 under the map mod1. Then Φ −1 (θ 0 ) is the image under the map mod1 of the setsΦ −1 (x 0 + n), where n ranges over all integers. By Claim B, each of the setsΦ −1 (x 0 + n) is homeomorphic to R d−1 . SinceΦ is periodic and F has the cone system, the images under the map mod1 of all the (d − 1)-dimensional surfacesΦ −1 (x 0 + n) are the same (d − 1)-dimensional torus, proving Claim C and thus Prop. 4.2.
Step 2: Constructing the conjugacy H. Now that we have the factor map Φ ∶ T d → S 1 , we can define a continuous map H ∶ T d → T d which will serve as the conjugacy to a skew product. We will first introduce some notions associated with assumption (E M ).
A tiling of the torus. Given the integer vector v L m ∈ R d , we can find another d−1 linearly independent integer vectors w 1 , ⋯, w d which satisfy the following. To see this, first let P be the (d − 1)-hyperplane of vectors perpendicular to v L m . So we can pick d − 1 linearly independent integer vectors w 1 , ⋯, w d−1 in P such that the (d−1)-dimensional parallelepiped whose edges include w 1 , ⋯, w d−1 has no lattice point in its interior or in the interior of any of its faces. There are two lattice points away from P which are closest to P . Let w d be the one among them for which φ(w d ) > 0. Let P be the parallelepiped whose edges include v L m , w 1 , ⋯, w d . Now note that the P has no lattice point in its interior or in the interior of any of its faces. Therefore, by the d-dimensional Pick's formula, P has volume 1. Therefore, P forms a periodic tiling of R d and P mod Z is homeomorphic to T d .
We claim that φ(w d ) = 1. To see this, first note that by construction, the two planes P and w d ⊕ P have no lattice points inside them and φ is constant on each translate of P. Secondly, φ is integer valued on every translate of P which passes through a lattice point and hence is integer valued on w d ⊕ P. In particular, φ(w d ) ≥ 1. Moreover, since v L m has no common denominator for its entries, there is a lattice point z * ∈ R d for which φ(z * ) = 1. therefore, The plane φ ≡ 1, which is the same as z * ⊕ P, cannot pass through the interior of P . Therefore, this plane must be the "upper" boundary of P and φ(w d ) = 1.
The conjugacy. Let proj W denote the orthogonal projection of vectors in R d onto the plane spanned by w 1 , ⋯, w d . Let H ∶ T d → T d be defined as H(z) = (Φ(z), proj W z mod 1). The rest of this section will be used to prove that H is the claimed conjugacy of Theorem 2.2.
H is a homeomorphism. Since Φ is continuous, H is continuous. Since T 2 is a compact set and H is continuous, to prove that H is a homeomorphism, it is enough to show that the map is both one-to-one and onto. Let (x 0 , y 0 ) ∈ S 1 × T d−1 . Then Φ −1 (x 0 ) is topologically T d−1 by Prop. 4.2 and uniformly transverse to all lines by Lemma 4.1. On the other hand, the set of points {z ∈ T d : proj W (z) = y 0 } is a circle parallel to v L M . Hence they intersect at some point z 0 and H(z 0 ) = (x 0 , y 0 ). therefore, H is onto. It also follows from Prop. 4.2 and Lemma 4.1 that H is also one-to-one. H satisfies the conjugacy relation. For each (x 0 , y 0 ) ∈ T d , let (x 1 , y 1 ) ∶= H −1 (x 0 , y 0 ), (x 2 , y 2 ) ∶= F (x 1 , y 1 ) and (x 3 , y 3 ) ∶= H(x 2 , y 2 ). To show that H is the desired conjugacy have to show that x 3 = mx 0 ( mod 1). Note that x 3 = Φ(x 2 , y 2 ) = Φ ○ F (x 1 , y 1 ). By Eq. 7, x 3 = m × Φ(x 1 , y 1 ). But since (x 1 , y 1 ) = H −1 (x 0 , y 0 ), Φ(x 1 , y 1 ) must be equal to x 0 . Therefore, x 3 = mx 0 ( mod 1), proving that H satisfies the conjugacy relation.
Step 3: Proof of smoothness in Y variable. The last claim of the Proposition, that H○F ○H −1 is C 1 with respect to the Y-variable, will now be proved. The claim is equivalent to saying that H ○F ○H −1 is C 1 along the vertical circles (see Eq. 3). Note that the pre-images of the vertical circles are the fibers Φ −1 (θ), so it is equivalent to proving that F is C 1 along these curves. Since F is C 1 on the whole manifold, it is enough to prove that these fibers are C 1 curves. This follows from Pugh, Shub and Wilkinson's technique of proving C 1 -smoothness of central foliations in partially hyperbolic systems, see Theorem B, [27] . Although we do not work with a diffeomorphism or a partially hyperbolic splitting, their technique applies in our case, because the expansion along the fibers is less than the expansion along the cones. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.2.
